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Bai nianxi and Kang Mobei have been entangled for such a long time, and finally
come back to the origin.

At this time, the camera gives a close-up of kangmobei. Bai nianxi looks at the
enlarged handsome face of kangmobei on the electronic screen, with sharp eyebrows,
vigorous eyes, delicate facial features and sharp edges. It's kangmobei, but it's not like
kangmobei.

To tell you the truth, there is no heartache in Bai nianxi at the moment. There is only a
hole in my mind.

Lolo also heard the news from the electronic screen. Although the sound of the news
was not very clear, Lolo still heard it.

He ran to the body, pick up in the window, high-profile news announced the
engagement of the protagonist, his father is not wrong.

There is no expression on Lolo's face, because his eyes are wrapped by bandages, and
he can't see the eyes inside. But the momentum revealed by his body always makes
people feel that if Lolo's eyes are open at the moment, his eyes must be extremely
shocked, disappointed and heartbroken.

Before the news was finished, the red light time had passed, and the driver stepped on
the accelerator to start the car. Bai nianxi stopped him and said, "wait a minute."

The voice was very calm and there was no emotion at all.

Then, it is about the news of the wedding banquet between kangmobei and
murushuang.

The engagement ceremony, just after the press conference, was held at gujue
international hotel in a city.

If anyone had doubts about the marriage of Kang and Mu before, after all, the same
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press conference was held more than two years ago, but once the news of the
engagement ceremony came out, no one doubted it any more.

Kangmobei and murushuang are really getting married!

There was a loud horn in the back. The driver was sitting in front of him. He couldn't
step on the accelerator without Bai nianxi's instructions. The car still stopped on the
road steadily.

Someone came down from his car and walked to Bai nianxi's car in a vicious way.
Originally, he could not help but scold. When he saw the Bentley, he changed his
words a little. "I said, are you going or not! You don't... "

But before the man finished, he looked at the woman in the car and stopped.

This woman is beautiful.

More importantly, Bai nianxi is looking at him with a pair of stunned eyes. Bai nianxi
doesn't cry. Her eyes are reddish and full of tears. She doesn't cry. She just has tears
dripping down uncontrollably.

The man looked at Bai nianxi, unable to speak for a moment.

Bai nianxi recovered, looked at the man and said with a smile, "I'm sorry, I'm leaving
now."

The elegant white Bentley disappeared, leaving the man still in the same place, as if he
had been hooked.

"Mr. Bai, Kang's group, are you still going?"

The driver doesn't know what happened between Bai nianxi and kangmobei. He just
saw the news. Kangshi group is running a big business. They are going to hold an
engagement ceremony later. Is it not good for Mr. Bai to talk about business at this
time.

Bai nianxi nodded, "go, go to gujue international hotel."

Gujue international hotel.

There are a lot of people here.

The money of comrades can go around the earth for more than ten times. It's no matter
how much it costs to hold a banquet.



All the arrangements at the engagement ceremony were the best. Even one of the
reporters who came to interview us was one. They prepared 18000 red envelopes and
Chanel gift boxes.

Although no one has ever doubted the money level of conmobei, it is only today that
we really feel how money is spent.

Bai nianxi and Luo Luo come to the front of the hotel. When they are ready to go in,
they are directly stopped by the security guard at the door.

Although I saw that Bai nianxi was riding a luxury car with a special driver and
dressed well, I knew that he was not an ordinary person. However, apart from the
reporters who came to the engagement ceremony today, which one was an ordinary
person?

The parking lot of the hotel is full of cars. Which one is cheaper than one million?

So the security guard just asked, "do you have an invitation?"

Bai nianxi seems a little absent-minded, "do you need an invitation to go in?"

"I'm sorry." The security guard laughed. "Mr. Kang said that today's engagement
ceremony is unusual. No one is allowed to enter. You must have an invitation to
enter."

Oh.

It turns out that she, together with Lolo, has become an idle person.

It turns out that she even needs an invitation to attend the wedding of conmbe.

Bai nianxi raised his mouth and said with a smile, "I don't have one."

Looking at Bai nianxi, the security guard thinks that this woman is a little strange. In
addition, she has a child with her. How can she look like she's coming to the wedding.

"I'm sorry, you can't go in." The security guard simply refused.

"Can't I just go in and have a look?" Bai nianxi's words are like praying, but not like it.
Just because the tone sounds really calm, it's like saying: I'll come here to watch the
fun, OK?The security guard continued to shake his head and firmly refused, "no way."

Next to him, Luo Luo holds Bai nianxi's hand tightly for a few minutes. There is a



layer of sticky sweat between his hands. It's not clear whether it's Bai nianxi's or Luo
Luo's.

"You'd better go. There are too many people here. You're stuck in the traffic here."
The security guard just opened his mouth and drove people out.

Bai nianxi and Luo Luo are still standing in the same place, looking into the inside of
gujue Hotel, where is resplendent, where is full of friends, where is full of love, where
is happy and peaceful.

Nothing has anything to do with her.

"This lady, you..." Bai nianxi and Luo Luo stand here, which makes the security guard
really embarrassed. Just as Mu Sili passes by in a hurry, he is stopped by the security
guard.

"What's the matter?" Musi asked very insipid.

"Mr. mu, look at this lady..."

Before the security guard's words were finished, Musi Li had already called out,
"nianxi?"

Why do Bai nianxi and Luo Luo suddenly appear here, at the engagement ceremony of
kangmobei and mu Rushuang?

The security guard has a good look. He sees that Musi Li and Bai nianxi are
acquaintances. He doesn't speak any more.

Bai nianxi came back and looked back. Seeing that the man in front of him was Mu
Sili, he asked, "Mr. mu, they are going to get married, aren't they?"

Mu Sili's eyes flashed something that people can't grasp, and then nodded.

"Well, may I go in?" Bai nianxi made a request.

Mu Sili's eyebrows are slightly closed. He doesn't know what kangmobei and Bai
nianxi mean to each other. If Bai nianxi is put in now, maybe they will ruin the
engagement ceremony of kangmobei and mu Rushuang.

This marriage was bought by mu Rushuang at the cost of losing one leg. He couldn't
bear it.

But similarly, he couldn't bear to see Bai nianxi and Luo Luo waiting here.



After thinking for a long time, Musi Li winked at the security guard, "let it go, Miss
Bai is my guest."
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